The Joffrey Ballet
Cast for
Thursday, September 19, 2013 7:30 PM
Auditorium Theatre of Roosevelt University

RUSSIAN MASTERS

Conductor: Scott Speck

ALLEGRO BRILLANTE
Choreography by GEORGE BALANCHINE
© The George Balanchine Trust
Staged by DARLA HOOVER
Music by PETER ILYICH TCHAIKOVSKY
Costume Design by BARBARA KARINSKA
Lighting by JACK MEHLER
Pianist KUANG-HAO HUANG

APRIL DALY & DYLAN GUTIERREZ
Jeraldine Mendoza, Alexis Polito, Christine Rocas, Kara Zimmerman, Yoshihisa Arai, Guillaume Basso, Graham Maverick, Lucas Segovia

~Pause~

ADAGIO
Choreography by YURI POSSOKHOV
Music by ARAM KHACHATURIAN
Lighting by JACK MEHLER

Victoria Jaiani & Temur Sulusashvili

~Intermission~

BELLS
Choreography by YURI POSSOKHOV
Music by SERGEI RACHMANINOFF
Costumes by SANDRA WOODALL
Lighting by JACK MEHLER
Pianists MUINGUINCHIMEG BURIAD
and KUANG-HAO HUANG

Anastacia Holden & Matthew Adamczyk
April Daly & Fabrice Calmels
Victoria Jaiani & Temur Sulusashvili
Amber Neumann & Graham Maverick
Caitlin Meighan & John Mark Giragosian

~Intermission~
LE SACRE DU PRINTEMPS
(The Rite of Spring)
Scenario by IGOR STRAVINSKY and NICHOLAS ROERICH
Choreography after VASLAV NIJINSKY
Reconstructed and staged by MILICENT HODSON
Music by IGOR STRAVINSKY
Costumes and décors after NICHOLAS ROERICH
Reconstructed and supervised by KENNETH ARCHER
Artistic Supervision of Reconstruction by ROBERT JOFFREY
Lighting Design by JACK MEHLER after THOMAS SKELTON
Scenic Supervision and Costumes Executed by ROBERT PERDZIOLA and SALLY ANN PARSONS
Originally Commissioned for Ballets Russes by SERGEI DIAGHILEV

ACT I

An Old Woman of 300 Years. ................................................................. Erica Lynette Edwards
The Young People................................................................. Guillaume Basso, Raul Casasola, Aaron Rogers, Lucas Segovia, Shane Urton
The Youths.......................................................................................... Matthew Adamczyk, Derrick Agnoletti, John Mark Giragosian,
                                                                   Graham Maverick, Aaron Smyth, Alberto Velazquez
The Young Men................................................................. Yoshihisa Arai, Ogulcan Borova, Fabrice Calmels, Dylan Gutierrez, Rory Hohenstein
The Maidens in Red.................................................................April Daly, Dara Holmes, Christine Rocas,
                                                                   Mahallia Ward, Jenny Winton, Kara Zimmerman
Small Maidens in Red............................................................Elizabeth Hansen, Anastacia Holden, Amber Neumann
The Women in Blue.............................................................Amanda Assucena, Anais Bueno, Cara Marie Gary, Jeraldine Mendoza,
                                                                   Jacqueline Moscicke
The Tall Women in Mauve........................................................................ Victoria Jaiani, Caitlin Meighan, Alexis Polito
An Old Sage......................................................................................Miguel Blanco
The Elders..................................................................................Elivelton das Gracas, Temur Suluashvili

ACT II

The Chosen One................................................................................... Joanna Wozniak
The Young Maidens................................................................................ Anais Bueno, April Daly, Erica Lynette Edwards, Cara Marie Gary,
                                                                   Anastacia Holden, Dara Holmes, Jeraldine Mendoza, Jacqueline Moscicke,
                                                                   Christine Rocas, Mahallia Ward, Jenny Winton, Kara Zimmerman
The Ancestors in Bearskins............................................................ Matthew Adamczyk, Yoshihisa Arai, Guillaume Basso,
                                                                   Fabrice Calmels, Dylan Gutierrez, Rory Hohenstein
The Ancestors..................................................................................Elivelton das Gracas, Graham Maverick, Aaron Rogers, Lucas Segovia, Aaron Smyth,
                                                                   Temur Suluashvili, Shane Urton, Alberto Velazquez